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Profile double cylinder with emergency function

One million greenteQ profile double cylinders
The success of the greenteQ profile double cylinder SX is an
example of the successful market launch of VBH’s proprietary
brand greenteQ: more than one million have been ordered within
just 18 months.
The first million products are notoriously the hardest to sell, which makes
it all the more satisfying to achieve this milestone in just 18 months. The
greenteQ profile double cylinder is just such a success story. Since its
launch one and a half years ago, it has been become one of the top
greenteQ products, and the one million mark has now been reached. For
VBH, this high demand confirms customer’s great acceptance of the
brand and their confidence in the stringent quality management
exercised in the selection of products. In all greenteQ products, quality
and a good price/performance ratio take top priority.
Double cylinder with anti-picking
The greenteQ profile double cylinder SX, which is made of brass, matt,
and nickel-plated, has a 6-pin standard profile with an emergency
function and is certified in accordance with EN 1303:2005/AC:2008 and
FZG 2010_01. It can be opened and closed from both sides
independently. Drilling and extraction protection also ensure additional
exterior safety. Furthermore, mushroom pins offer an anti-picking
function against unauthorised opening. The cylinder is available in 30
lengths of between 30/30 mm and 50/60 mm with extensions on both
sides and is supplied with three keys; customers can choose between
“keyed different” and “keyed alike” versions. If required, additional keys
or key blanks are available for both variants.
About greenteQ
greenteQ is a proprietary brand of VBH, Europe's largest trading house
for window and door fittings. Since its launch in early 2009, the greenteQ
range from VBH has grown continuously and now offers more than
2,500 products covering almost everything relating to the construction
and installation of windows and doors. Detailed information, product data
sheets, installation instructions and test certificates for the entire
greenteQ product range can be obtained at www.greenteQ.info.
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The millionth greenteQ profile double cylinder SX.
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Print-quality text and artwork are available for download at
www.vbh.de.

